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The Orangeblowfish is a creative
agency that’s as unique as it is
innovative
BY MICHAEL FERNANDEZ ON JULY 20, 2020

When it comes to creative/branding agencies, there’s a broad
spectrum of quality out there. Many agencies try to sell themselves
as unique and energetic, but few actually fit the bill the way The
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Fred Perret of
Laguiole
French Knives
Fred Perret is the
proprietor of
Laguiole French
Knives. A...

PEOPLE ARE READING NOW

Saqib Malik – A Serial
Entrepreneur And Top
Digital Marketing Expert
BY CHRISTOPHER HARPUR

It is no surprise that a bunch of useful
information is easily accessible in today's
times. The accessibility of resources is not
a problem anymore....

The First Ever Clubhouse
Wedding? #1 Mindset
Coach Natasha Grano
Meets World Record

Traveler Michael Graziano
BY CHRISTOPHER HARPUR

With the rise of Technology, some fields
are on the rise. From traditional digital
marketing, we are now shifting towards
advanced PR. Today Brands and...

Rajesh Jindal the founder
of Hindutva Info
entrepreneurial journey
BY CHRISTOPHER HARPUR

Rajesh Jindal a rising entrepreneur from
Baddi, Himachal Pradesh is believed to
have a knowledge of his own that keeps
him running in the market....

Haimov Jewelers To Expand
Globally By Opening Stores
Worldwide
BY MARK BEASLEY

Haimov Jewelers, a one-stop destination

Orangeblowfish does.

With a strong presence in both China and Australia, The
Orangeblowfish works with businesses both big and small,
conceiving and executing fantastic creative work. The agency is the
brainchild of founder and creative director Siu Tang, and it is named
after the stylised blowfish he would draw as a child, keeping a
youthful spirit throughout every aspect of the company.

Believing that good art and design can only come from a place of
sincere passion, Siu left a senior position at a headhunting firm to
find his own enterprise where he could do what he loves, and take
on projects he was inspired by. It was a complete industry change,
one that allowed him to build a career and agency out of his passion
and talent. This driving factor behind the creation of The
Orangblowfish has informed the makeup of the team and the
youthful and energetic spirit they exude.

The Orangeblowfish team doesn’t just create innovative logos and
packaging design, they also help to conceptualize and build
powerful brand identities from the ground up. This also includes
handling communication elements like social media, SEO/SEM, as
well as strategic communication and thought leadership, to name a
few.

The agency has an impressive portfolio of work behind it, and one
visit to their website will dazzle you with examples of the team’s
creative ability. Everything from graphic design and visual identity
to brand experiences including animated GIF stickers, developing
apps, and producing wall installations is a specialty at The
Orangeblowfish.

The agency combines the best technology with top-in-class creative
talent to produce crisp, high-quality work. Their creative expertise
has already been leveraged by major brands like Nike, Ford, L’Oréal,
Dunkin Donuts, and more.
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for high-quality custom jewelry pieces,
announced plans to enter the global
market by expanding its focus beyond
Miami. It also...

PJ Matlock On the
Challenges Day Traders
Face
BY MARK BEASLEY

The stock markets are challenging and
have proved to be a tough nut to crack for
a lot of investors. It is highly volatile
and...
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Saqib Malik – A Serial The First Ever Clubhouse

Past clients cite the infectious passion and excitement The
Orangeblowfish brings to the projects they are hired to work on. It’s
no secret why the agency comes so highly recommended by
executives and small business owners who’ve had the opportunity
to work with them.

The Orangeblowfish makes their work look easy, with effortless
professionalism that never waivers. The agency is a testament to
the fact that you can have a unique company culture without
compromising on productivity or the quality of work produced.

Even businesses that don’t need to use The Orangeblowfish’s
services can learn a lot from them. For those that think they can
benefit from the work of a genuinely innovative and passion-led
creative agency, The Orangeblowfish leaves a strong impression.

 

Published in Business

Michael Fernandez

"Nothing, but straightforward news." Michael believes
in publishing truthful, relevant news. With proper

ethics and research, Michael derives his inspiration from social
influences and current status quo. Regarding credentials, Michael is
journalism graduate from the University of Maryland.
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